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Gazing
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nder a canopy of dying leaves
I sit, and bare witness to the
existence of my ocean.
It is here on this hill, where the
love-of-my-life towers over me.
Her unyielding arms are spread
out above me, and act as a shield
against the falling spears of light
thrown from the western horizon.
I lookout over my world from the
safety of this broken shadow, and
smile.
A million blades make the
ocean in which I swim. Giggling
boys of three join me in the run
that carries us through the waters
of our Father's toil. As the dusk
settles in, and the giggling, shouting, screams of one tin can become
the center of our simple world, I
stop amidst the joyful chaos and
stare into heavenly darkness. Wow,

I whisper, a diamond factory exploded.
Harvesting waves in the mist of Ones' own breath. The gritty taste of cider,
the feel of new Levis, and of course, the red moon. Warm wool, and running
through the ocean, as echoes of our mother's voice chase after us. Catch me!
I'm faster! Are not! Wait up! Our ocean flows with the cries of adolescence.
Falling from feigned exhaustion an explosion oflaughter fills the night air - not
because of humor, simply because we are.
As the cold rains change to even colder snow, the ocean hibernates. It sleeps
under its blanket, and waits while we dance upon its white surface. The cries of
boyish kings, the swoosh-swoosh-swoosh of an angel's birth, and pure crystallized laughter. Holy sounds that echo off the heavy air and fill the frozen plains
with the warmth of a distant spring. My ocean whirls its froth about us, and
we patriots stand amidst its waves, red cheeks and white fingers, buried in the
folds of blue jackets.
The water flows as the birds sing once more, and mud covers our bodies as
we greet our barren ocean. The machines make haste, churning the rich soil that
will give way to our golden waves. And as the air grows ever heavy, weighed
down with the heat of summer's love, we begrudgingly toil our days away. Water
of life blinds my eye, yet I can see us four, stooped and glistening in our birth
right chores. And we are as captains, navigating the waves oflife, in uncharted
waters of great familiarity - our sails pulled taut by the winds of change.
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The four that was, is now the one that is. I sit alone, and listen to the silence
that is left in our parting. Echoes oflaughter swirl around my love and me, and
I smile slightly. My ocean has split four ways, and all that is left is a rusty tin
can, and an old man's memories.
The wheat sways gently in the field below; and under a canopy of dead leaves
I sit, and bare witness to the existence of my childhood lost.

